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Call Center Management Software
Category

Call center software enables enterprises to manage several

communication channels like phone, live chat, email, social media,

instant messaging, and SMS text. It can be deployed as part of a help

desk or customer support system with a ticketing functionality to

assist agents to resolve customer issues.

Call center solutions come in multiple functions and forms including

automatic call distributor (ACD), interactive voice response (IVR),

computer telephony integration (CTI), predictive dialer, call analytics,

call accounting solutions, call center monitors, and auto dialer.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

CONTENT SCORE

● Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,

success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

● Customer reference rating score

● Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on

FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

● Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

platform

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE

● Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

● Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

● Organic SEO key term rankings

● Company presence including # of press mentions

COMPANY SCORE

● Total # of employees (based on social media and public

resources)

● Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

● Glassdoor ranking

● Venture capital raised

Award Levels

MARKET LEADER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

substantial customer base & market

share. Leaders have the highest ratio of

customer success content, content

quality score, and social media presence

relative to company size.

TOP PERFORMER

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with

significant market presence and

resources and enough customer

reference content to validate their vision.

Top Performer's products are highly rated

by its customers but have not achieved

the customer base and scale of a Market

Leader.

RISING STAR

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

does not have the market presence of

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

understands where the market is going

and has disruptive technology. Rising

Stars have been around long enough to

establish momentum and a minimum

amount of customer reference content

along with a growing social presence.
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* Companies listed in alphabetical order

2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Call Center Management Software

based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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ABOUT 8X8

8x8, Inc. is a leading provider of
cloud phone, meeting,
collaboration and contact center
solutions with over a million
business users worldwide. 8x8
helps enterprises engage at the
speed of employee and customer
expectations by putting the
collective intelligence of the
organization in the hands of every
employee.

253
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Featured Testimonials

We needed a comprehensive solution: phones, online meetings and call
centers. 8x8 is really the only hosted VoIP provider out there that can integrate
a virtual call center into their service.

NEAL ALBERDA
GLOBAL IT DIRECTOR, REPLICON

The statistics 8x8 generates are crucial for our growth. We had record-breaking call volume
during the holiday season. We wouldn’t have been able to manage such a large volume of calls
without the reporting information the 8x8 contact center software provides.

ROB STORIE
CUSTOMER CARE MANAGER, ZUMIEZ

We operate in a high-touch industry that requires effective routing and handling of support
calls. 8x8 has given us the tools and the data to make intelligent decisions about where to invest
our resources so we can effectively support our customer base and sustain long-term growth.

JAMES METZGER
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING, PROGNOCIS

One of the main draws for us was onestop shopping. In addition to voice, 8x8 provides contact
center, videoconferencing, chat, and many other complementary communication services.
Instead of working with multiple vendors and dealing with interoperability issues, we could get a
comprehensive solution from a single provider.

PAUL PATTI
VICE PRESIDENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, RPM PERFORMANCE COATINGS GROUP

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ASPECT SOFTWARE

Aspect is on a mission to simplify
and improve customer
engagement. Their enterprise
software is used by millions of
agents every year and supports
billions of consumer interactions
around the world. Their
best-of-breed contact center and
workforce optimization
applications help companies keep
agents engaged while providing
exceptional customer service
experiences. Their flexible, highly
scalable solutions for self-service
and live interaction management
and workforce optimization are
available on-premises or in any
hosted, private or public cloud
environment.
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Featured Testimonials

From our clients’ perspective, the transition to Zipwire has been very smooth. We’ve experienced no downtime, call quality is
high, and we have more robust offerings through the omni-channel capabilities. Our customer service representatives are
excited about the new opportunities with Zipwire because the solution makes it easier for them to do their jobs and provide
excellent service. They have more visibility into caller information and a friendly user-interface to work in.

ROSIE RICKARD
VICE-PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, RESOURCEONE

Through detailed MI we now know how many calls we’re handling, how long agents are taking on calls etc. enabling us to
make more informed and speedier decisions. We’re also able to reschedule staff to deal with peaks and troughs in call
traffic. If we identify ‘quiet time’ when there are few incoming contacts, managers can now re-schedule agents to make
outbound contacts to conduct research or check on the wellbeing of our elderly or vulnerable residents.

SIAN BROWN
RESIDENT SERVICES MANAGER, NEWPORT CITY HOMES

We couldn’t have asked for a better experience with Aspect and the product from initial
implementation through to its use today. The technology is simple to use, efficient, reliable, cost
effective, and the support team is always on hand to provide assistance and training, as well as
make improvements or adjustments where necessary.

STEVE CONE
CALL CENTRE MANAGER, DLC

Moving away from our manual dialer process has generated a great deal of cost savings and
efficiency across our call center operations. Aspect's solution gave Client Services all of the
components crucial to achieving our vision for enhanced automation, greater insight and
improved business results while keeping costs down.

MONT LITTLE
CIO, CLIENT SERVICES

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT CALABRIO

Calabrio is the customer
experience intelligence company
that empowers organizations to
enrich human interactions.
Through AI-driven analytics,
Calabrio uncovers customer
behavior and sentiment, and
derives compelling insights from
the contact center. Organizations
choose Calabrio for its ability to
understand customer needs and
the overall experience it provides,
from implementation to ongoing
support.
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Featured Testimonials

Deploying Calabrio ONE has enabled Radial to take our analysis to an
entirely new level and we are just scratching the surface.

NICOLE PRICE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MANAGER, RADIAL

Automating and optimizing our processes with Calabrio was a huge part of our WFO project, but we knew
evolving mindsets and attitudes would be equally important. Leaders needed to come together and
embrace a single way of doing things, and agents needed to know WFO was not the end of the world. So we
had to sell the idea of WFO internally and actively promote the benefits everyone would receive because of
it.

HEITH FULMER
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER CONNECTIONS, ASSURITY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Calabrio ONE has helped us keep our agents more engaged. It has helped with
coaching and evaluating agents’ performance more quickly and providing
feedback when necessary.

MICHELLE LANE
CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTER MANAGER, BROADWAY BANK

Availability and access of call center metrics, such as Schedule Adherence and
Conformity in Calabrio, have allowed our business unit to tie bonus
compensation percentages to performance merit.

ROB ANDERSON
BUSINESS ANALYST, PAYCHEX

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT DIALPAD

Dialpad is communications for the
modern workplace. Dialpad
provides cloud-based voice,
messaging, video, and meetings
designed to let the most innovative
companies connect everyone, be
everywhere, and create anything.
Dialpad is integrated with
Microsoft Office 365, Google Apps
for Work, Salesforce and
more—making work better for
users, and administration simple
and secure for forward-thinking IT.
Customers come from every size,
industry, and continent in the
world, including SoFI, Netflix,
Hillary Clinton, Vivent Solar,
Motorola, and more. Dialpad is
available on iOS, Android, Web,
and Desktop.
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Featured Testimonials

At Azusa Pacific University, we were able to pivot our 24/7 Call Center to a hybrid of remote
agents and agents in separate physical locations. Our same extension was utilized and we had
no disruption in service. In fact our calls and work orders increased some weeks up to 80%! We
are so grateful for Dialpad. Thank you!

ANDY VIVANCO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INFORMATION AND MEDIA TECHNOLOGY, AZUSA PACIFIC UNIVERSITY

It’s been extremely valuable for our sales team. Reps can be reached from
anywhere on their softphones, and they can switch devices and not break the
call with the customer.

KEVIN MAHER
GENERAL MANAGER, ST. CHARLES AUTOMOTIVE

Since we switched to Dialpad we know that the quality of the calls that we place or
that we receive is guaranteed. We are no longer getting any complaints about
dropped calls or poor call quality no matter where my team members are.

OLAF DOEMER
GLOBAL DIRECTOR OF SUPPORT, ACQUIA

Dialpad unified our communication — calls, messaging, and conferencing all
in one platform. The ease of use for users and admins was great too. It doesn’t
take a degree in telecommunications to figure out how everything works.

CHRIS LABARBERA
IT SUPPORT LEAD, ACI JET

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT FIVE9

Five9 is the leading provider of
cloud contact center software.
They are driven by a passion to
transform contact centers into
customer engagement centers of
excellence, coupled with a deep
understanding of the cost and
complexity involved in running a
contact center.
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Featured Testimonials

With Five9, we can easily add as many lines and licenses as we need, scaling
up quickly and cost-effectively to meet patron demand. This flexibility has
allowed us to engage our clients with confidence.

MIKE JENNINGS
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, TURNSTYLES TICKETING

The contact center is the first line of defense for the brand to make sure that we are solving our
customers’ problems. Five9 has helped us do that, we have the ability to communicate with
customers and to route calls to the next available agent no matter where they might sit. Five9
provides the control we need to do our jobs.

REBECCA ARWOOD
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER SERVICE, UNDER ARMOUR

Using Five9 to integrate with Salesforce has been a dream come true. Our agents can write notes and
automatically carry over to a case created in Salesforce saving time and keeping our operation efficient. The
installation of the Salesforce Plus Adapter with the Five9 app / softphone was the easiest thing to do. I would
recommend using Five9 to anyone that needs an ACD/IVR Cloud solution.

DOMINADOR DIZON
ACD/IT SPECIALIST, GOPRO

The thing we like most about Five9 and having a cloud solution is the mobility.
It allows us the autonomy to make changes quickly, create new campaigns
immediately, change dialing rules within seconds, and customize reporting.

JOSHUA NEILSON
CALL FLOOR DIRECTOR, ONE ON ONE MARKETING

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT GENESYS

Genesys is a leading provider of
customer service and contact
center solutions. With more than
2,000 customers in 80 countries,
Genesys software directs more
than 100 million interactions every
day from the contact center to the
back office, helping companies
deliver fast, simple service and a
highly personalized cross-channel
customer experience. Genesys
software also optimizes processes
and the performance of
customer-facing employees across
the enterprise.
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Featured Testimonials

The most popular functionalities from the agents’ point of view are the scheduling and
'snoozing' of the task. Agents don’t have to remember, or refer back to, their personal notes to
manage their promised follow-ups, or manually set date and time reminders. Genesys iWD
makes sure we distribute tasks, reminders, and follow-ups at the right time to the appropriate
agent.

MICHAELA PRAJSLEROVA
CALL CENTER MANAGER, SLOVAK TELEKOM

With skills-based routing, we can route calls to match the skill level of the agents, and we have
reduced the training period by 50%. Moreover, since we can connect customers to the agents
who have the best skills, we are able to increase customer satisfaction.

TOSHIRO TORIKAI
LEADER ROOM SERVICE TELEPHONE CENTER TEAM ROOM SERVICE OPERATION GROUP,
FIELD OPERATION DIVISION, SKYLARK CO.

With Genesys we now have remote agents logging in virtually as if they were in
the call center. Walking through issues and quickly helping agents in the field
was the most attractive to us and Genesys delivers that.

MICHAEL SHAW
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, OPERATIONS, ZOOMSYSTEMS

From a coaching perspective, the ability to record and monitor calls has been
a tremendous benefit. PureConnect is so easy to use, line supervisors can
spend more time working with the agents and giving performance feedback.

JILL POINT
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, CAPITAL CARD

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT NICE INCONTACT

NICE inContact makes it easy and
affordable for organizations
around the globe to provide
exceptional customer experiences
while meeting key business
metrics. NICE inContact provides
the world’s #1 cloud customer
experience platform, NICE
inContact CXone™, combining
best-in-class Omnichannel Routing,
Workforce Optimization, Analytics,
Automation and Artificial
Intelligence on an Open Cloud
Foundation. NICE inContact is a
part of NICE (Nasdaq: NICE), the
worldwide leading provider of both
cloud and on-premises enterprise
software solutions.
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Featured Testimonials

I highly recommend NICE inContact to any contact center, especially if
you need to process both inbound calls and outbound dialing.

JAN VAN DALEN
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, HOVEROUND CORPORATION

I can route calls from the NICE inContact system to our partners without even
knowing what system the partners are using. From our customers’ perspective,
we’re all just one big call center.

ERIN LEWIS-FREEMAN
WORKFORCE CAPACITY AND DELIVERY PARTNER MANAGER, ALLCLEAR ID

The ability for us to have real-time reporting with CXone is probably one of the most important
facets of our business. This reporting feature allows us to have a full understanding of our
current call center model, thus enabling us to make intelligent business decisions.

BRENT BENNETT
DIRECTOR, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE

The fact that we could transition our agents to working from home in less
than a week during COVID-19 is a testament to the CXone cloud platform’s
flexibility and scalability.

JESSE BLAKESLEE
DIRECTOR OF IT OPERATIONS, UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT RINGCENTRAL

RingCentral, Inc. (NYSE: RNG) is a
leading provider of cloud-based
business communications
solutions. Easier to manage and
more flexible than on-premises
communications systems,
RingCentral's cloud solution meets
the needs of modern distributed
and mobile workforces, while
eliminating the expense and
complications of on-premises
traditional hardware-based
systems and software.
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Featured Testimonials

With RingCentral we can forward calls to any device and use the mobile app, even
internationally using Wi-Fi, or on airplanes. Most of our agents don't work in the office, and they
need access to voicemail, our office directory, and they really appreciate the fax to phone
feature of RingCentral.

GENE MAGGIO
DIRECTOR OF IT, TELES PROPERTIES

RingCentral had the most relevant capabilities for our needs. From auto receptionist,
multiple lines, call handling and the ability to create remote lines, the solution offered
everything we wanted. And on top of everything else the pricing was much better.

SNEHA CREW
OFFICE MANAGER, CHECKPOINT TECHNOLOGIES

RingCentral provided us with crucial flexibility. The RingCentral mobile app
allows our employees to receive calls, even if they are away from their desks or
computers and with clients.

MOHAMMAD AHMED
IT MANAGER, INTERWEST CONSULTING GROUP

RingCentral has given us an unbelievable level of accessibility. The ability to transfer calls across
the country has been a major win for both us and the customers. We can now effortlessly
communicate whether a person is at their desk, on their computer, or using the RingCentral
mobile app on their smartphone or tablet.

SEAN KITTS
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, SMART WAREHOUSING

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT TALKDESK

Talkdesk is the world's leading
cloud-based call center software
solution. Talkdesk's easy-to-use,
out-of-the-box call center software
solution helps growing businesses
improve customer satisfaction,
while simultaneously reducing
customer support costs. Using
Talkdesk, businesses can create an
entire call center in the browser in
5 minutes. Unlike other outdated
and costly solutions that require a
long setup and big upfront
investment, Talkdesk requires no
phones, no hardware, no coding
and no downloads - all that is
needed is a computer and an
internet connection. With one click,
Talkdesk integrates with
Salesforce, Zendesk, Shopify,
Infusionsoft, Olark and others to
provide comprehensive
information about customers.
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Featured Testimonials

Integrates seamlessly and streamlines call activity for a customer 360. Our SDR’s and Inside Sales team love
using Talkdesk right within the Salesforce platform! Because it integrates right into Activity, we’re able to
sync those Tasks into our marketing automation platform and utilize it for deeper segmentation and lead
scoring! It’s great to help connect marketing and sales effort with one of our strongest behavioral purchase
intent.

ZULAY O
MARKETING OPERATIONS ANALYST, PELOTON

Our agents have already started using Talkdesk, the online training has enabled faster and
easier agent ramp time. Our call center supervisors are now able to control the system by
making updates that instantly address the needs of our customers. We’re always looking to
improve our customer experience, and Talkdesk lets us do that very quickly and easily.

TERESA ERWIN
MANAGER OF CALL CENTER & OPERATIONS, THE SCOTTS COMPANY

Talkdesk works great with SFDC and our ever-growing support team. Great call quality and
integration with SFDC. We also use it for our account managers, onboarding and expansion
sales teams. We looked at a number of vendors and Talkdesk was the one that did everything
we needed! Highly recommend.

ALEX S
MANAGER CUSTOMER SUCCESS OPERATIONS & RENEWALS, QUALIA

I’ve run call centers for many years and Talkdesk is wonderful. Set up and customization are
easy. Reports can be as basic or complex as you want. Live agent monitoring is a snap. On top
of all this, the cost is reasonable, the customer support is top-notch, and the account managers
are tireless and responsive.

KEN W
DIRECTOR CUSTOMER SUPPORT, QUEST ANALYTICS
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ABOUT TWILIO

Twilio, a software and cloud-based
communications platform, enables
developers and businesses to
rapidly build and deploy
communication solutions that
meet their specific needs. Whether
integrating voice, messaging
and/or VoIP capabilities into a web
or mobile app or building a
complete system like a call center,
Twilio removes the traditional
obstacles to creating effective
communications experiences.
Twilio gives businesses the ability
to innovate, prototype, create, and
connect with their customers at
the right time and in the way. The
company is privately held and
based in San Francisco, California.
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We put a lot of effort into call quality to provide the best possible asset for our customer. And,
we have a very simple set-up. We have what you might call an opinionated product. We
recognize trends and understand how our customers manage their contact centers, and we
provide a simple solution that just works.

PIERRE-BAPTISTE BECHU
CO-FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR OF PLATFORM AND INFRASTRUCTURE, AIRCALL

Balihoo’s ability to seamlessly provide local Twilio-powered call-tracking
numbers to national brands means the success of local marketing campaigns
is both measurable and repeatable.

SHANE VAUGHAN
CMO, BALIHOO

With Twilio we obtain two big benefits. The first is a global call system with the capability to
have a high level of automatisation, avoiding the typical problems of coverage and availability.
The second is a good environment for developers, with full detail of logs, and real time
information of the call process. The combination of these two benefits was the key for us.

JOSÉ LUIS CANTERO
CTO AND CO-FOUNDER, WHISBI

Twilio gives me the scale, flexibility, and cost savings I need to run our call
tracking solution in a hassle free, dynamic, and cost competitive manner.

PAUL JENKINS
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY, LENDINGTREE
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ABOUT AIRCALL

Founded in 2014 within the startup
studio eFounders, Aircall develops
a software only phone system for
support, sales, marketing and
call-center teams. Aircall is
designed to be entirely self-service,
extremely easy to use, and
connects to any other business
software. It’s currently used by
thousands of teams in 35 countries
all over the world.
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One of our support teams was already using Aircall when I joined and they loved the overall
simplicity of the system and most importantly for me, the Salesforce integration allowed us to
give agents access to key communication channels from one central hub without compromising
on enterprise call center functionality.

ROSS BIXLER
VICE PRESIDENT OF OPERATIONS, HOME BAY

With Aircall, we not only track volume of calls, missed opportunities and average call
time, we also use call recordings for training purposes. Aircall recordings are also
useful for our CSM and marketing team for playbacks and understanding our
customers better. It supports our customer journey at every single funnel stage.

TREKKSOFT

Aircall accelerates our performance by offering our teams an easy and reliable way to make
tangible human connections across borders. We build sales pipeline for our clients one
conversation at a time and we utilize Aircall to broadcast our voices globally. Aircall is a crucial
element enabling our success.

ROBERT BUKITS
MANAGING DIRECTOR, INFINITYN INTERNATIONAL

The setup and configuration of Aircall is a dream. It’s so easy to create new
numbers, set up IVRs, and change people around to different teams if needed.

SARA TIFFANY
GENERAL MANAGER, AIRTREKS
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ABOUT ANYWHERE365

Anywhere365 has become the
world’s leading cloud dialogue
management and contact center
platform that was built native on
Microsoft Teams. That’s right, you
don’t need to change the core of
your workforce systems. Just
monetize on all the benefits of
your Team's client in a secure
infrastructure - they are ISO27001
certified! Anywhere365 lets you
engage your customers effortlessly
across any communications
channels, from any device and any
location. Realtime voice-to-text
processing translates over a dozen
(for a chat even for over 60)
languages. While AI Bots handle all
routine requests, live agents work
on more complex dialogues. The
context of the dialogue always
moves with the customer, ensuring
the first contact resolution of their
issues.
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Microsoft cloud has been so beneficial to us. We’re on SharePoint, we’re on OneDrive, we’re on
Skype for Business, we’re on Office 365, we’re using Power BI, we’re using Microsoft flow to
trigger those important things that we need to know in an instant, AND we’re heavily invested in
Azure. Our business has literally transformed.

AMY VO
IT MANAGER, MY FOOD BAG

We use the chat feature in Teams to build the personal relationships we want to
encourage. Email is more formal, more time-consuming. Chat lends itself to the
shared humor and quick check-ins that naturally fit our culture and make us more
efficient.

ANGELA URSEM
MOVEMENT MAKER, TONY’S CHOCOLONELY

Skype for Business is now integrated with our contact center, so every caller is identified upfront,
reducing the time on the phone for both the foodie and the customer love (customer service)
team. In addition, being able to predict peak calling times and capturing information at every
interaction has been invaluable”.

RYLEIGH CORNES
HEAD OF CUSTOMER LOVE, MY FOOD BAG

As we support more and more end users, our services become more complex. The number of
end users has even doubled in two years’ time. This means that you not only receive more calls,
but you also have more employees, support more processes and have to operate in quite a few
organizations. For example: we currently manage almost twenty-five TOPdesk environments.

MAARTEN VAN DER KLEIJ
HEAD OF THE SHARED SERVICE DESK, OGD IT SERVICES
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ABOUT LIVEVOX

LiveVox is a leading provider of
enterprise cloud contact center
solutions, managing more than 12
billion interactions a year across a
multichannel environment. With
over 15 years of pure cloud
expertise, they empower contact
center leaders to drive effective
engagement strategies on the
consumer’s channel of choice.
Their leading-edge risk mitigation
and security capabilities help
clients quickly adapt to a changing
business environment. With new
features released quarterly,
LiveVox remains at the forefront of
cloud contact center innovation.
Supported by over 450 employees
and rapidly growing, they are
headquartered in San Francisco
with offices in Atlanta, Bangalore,
and Colombia.
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LiveVox can be managed with relative ease. You don’t have to have a large, technology
supporting team in comparison to an on-premise telephony platform. Upgrades are also much
simpler and less time-intensive. Using a cloud-based solution has been much easier than what I
experienced throughout my career with traditional financial services companies.

MATT MURPHY
DIRECTOR OF WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT AND DIALING OPERATIONS, BEST EGG

LiveVox’s Customer Engagement Platform with integrated email allowed us to easily evolve to more modern engagement
strategies while minimizing compliance risk. With complete visibility and control across the customer journey and the
ability to track email consent we are able to ensure we respect the customer’s channel preferences while leveraging
customer behavior data to drive more pro-active and intelligent strategies across new channels. As a result we saw an
increase of ~50%* in year over year revenue.

JOHN KELAN
DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES, HUNTER WARFIELD

With LiveVox, our team was able to respond to the customer and interaction data and make
changes with the team quickly. The ease of the LiveVox platform resulted in the best year of
performance we have ever had for this project. It is a clear winner and we look forward to
deploying the LiveVox solution on many of our other programs.

ANTHONY BUXTER
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER CONTACT MANAGEMENT, ALORICA

Using LiveVox’s monitoring, chat, and agent scorecard applications, our managers were able to
maintain communication and visibility for their remote service representatives. COVID-19 was a
shock to everyone; With the help of LiveVox, our at-home representatives were able to bring
some humanity back to financial servicing in a time when it was needed most.

JUSTIN BATES
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS, NEW CREDIT AMERICA
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ABOUT LIVEOPS

Liveops is the global leader in
cloud contact center and customer
service solutions. Liveops'
award-winning platform has
processed more than 1 billion
minutes of customer interactions
and managed operations for the
largest US-based cloud contact
center of 20,000 home-based,
independent agents. With 10+
years of cloud experience, Liveops
is the partner of choice for
companies wanting to migrate to
the cloud. Headquartered in
Redwood City, California, Liveops
supports a wide range of industries
including financial, health care,
insurance, retail, and high tech.
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With Liveops Chat & Email, we have a sophisticated system that prioritizes and directs incoming
emails to the right agent, shows histories, provides template responses and real-time reporting.
It is easy-to-use, has dramatically improved response times and streamlined the sales cycle.

ALAN MOSCROP
CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER, GLASSES DIRECT

Moving to a remote, on demand contact center model just made sense from a
business perspective. We could gain tremendous business flexibility and innovative
contact center functionality while reducing facility costs and retaining top employees.

MATTHEW WISE
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF EXTERNAL CUSTOMERS, WEST MARINE

With Liveops, we've significantly improved the quality of our customer
experiences consistently and across all locations. Equally important, we have a
solid contact center platform that will grow with the business.

KRISTA ANDERSON
SVP, GLOBAL CUSTOMER SUPPORT, SALESFORCE

Liveops makes it easy to reach thousands of customers with ticket
notifications, promotions and last minute specials. These communications
have resulted in a 30% increase in sales to repeat customers.

FADE O'GUNRO
ADVERTISING MANAGER, WORLDWIDE SPORTS TRAVEL
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ABOUT MITEL

A global market leader in
enterprise and mobile
communications powering more
than 2 billion business connections
and 2 billion mobile subscribers
every day, Mitel (Nasdaq: MITL)
(TSX: MNW) helps businesses and
mobile carriers connect,
collaborate and provide innovative
services to their customers. Mitel
innovation and communications
experts serve more than 60 million
business users in more than 100
countries, and 130 mobile service
providers including 15 of the top
20 mobile carriers in the world.
That makes them unique, and the
only company able to provide a
bridge between enterprise and
mobile customers.
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We needed a solution that delivered security, call quality, flexibility and
disaster recovery. Only Mitel demonstrated that they could do it all and do it in
the cloud for less money than we were paying with our premise-based
solution.

SIMON DAYAN
DIRECTOR OF IT, TCCSC

The new phone system has significantly increased flexibility. Now, call centre
agents can easily be relocated between different service desks according to
actual needs.

HELI SALONEN
SALES MANAGER, VIKING LINE

We can see when customers are calling in, we can see the number of missed calls and we have a
responsive service that helps us with incoming calls when our normal staff and attendants are
unable to handle the calls, which means that the customer will always get connected and
always get an answer.

BO WESTBERG
CIO, HEDIN BIL

Mitel developed a user-friendly solution that makes call handling and appointments
more transparent. It’s crucial to reduce as much as possible the threshold of access to
medical care. In this perspective, Mitel’s technology helps us.

NATHALIE DULIBA
SUPERVISION MANAGER, LA CITADELLE REGIONAL HOSPITAL
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ABOUT NATTERBOX

Natterbox delivers a global Cloud
Telephony Platform. Unique as the
world's first and only end to end
telephony service to be 100%
embedded and managed within
Salesforce. Natterbox empowers
businesses to use live CRM data to
deliver concise personalised phone
journeys, with high call quality,
around the globe. Natterbox is
fully downloadable through the
Salesforce AppExchange and offers
a true no hardware, no software
cloud based solution.
Transforming the world one
conversation at a time.
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The customer experience is brilliant – customers can always reach their FXecosystem contact,
call quality is excellent and their contact has all the information about the account instantly to
hand. To the customers it shows we are a highly-customer centric, service quality driven
organisation. This is undoubtedly enhancing our reputation in the competitive market that we
operate in.

JAMES BANISTER
CEO, FXECOSYSTEM

As we further expand internationally, the scalability, routing, language support and
call cost management of the Natterbox cloud service will ensure that we will maintain
our incredible customer experience and run our business effectively.

ALEX WEBBER
ENTREPRENEUR IN RESIDENCE, NUMBER 26

Natterbox is at the forefront of voice technology. Their team is dynamic and innovative, and always respond
to what we need. Throughout our expansion into EMEA it was essential to find a solution that had the
flexibility to meet our demands. We needed a system which would make calling easy and give us vital
information about call activity. Natterbox provides the ideal solution.

TOMMASO ROMAGNO
SER SALESFORCE ADMIN, GROUPON

The team can now ring clients with Click to Dial from the contact record and when a client calls
in, Natterbox automatically pops their Salesforce contact record, saving our guys loads of time
doing record search and manually dialing numbers, which has been really gratifying.

LEE-MARTIN SEYMOUR
DIRECTOR, TALENTFORCE
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ABOUT VOCALCOM

Vocalcom is a multi-award winning,
cloud-based contact center
solution and inside sales platform
that helps businesses drive a more
effective sales team and manage
multi-channel customer
interactions as one single
conversation. With a strong track
record of innovation and a
never-ending desire to be the first,
Vocalcom powers more than 1
billion of the world’s best customer
experiences while delivering
transformative business results.
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The implementation of the Vocalcom solution has allowed us to seamlessly integrate with our
customer CRM and all of our remote call centers plus virtual agents. It really has enhanced the
services we can offer them, including inbound, email, chat as well as traditional outbound.

KOURTNEY KEOUGH
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MARKETLINK

We were looking for a strong tool, flexible and intuitive, able to group all the functions
of a Contact Center in a suite, with a “ local supporter, which shares the same business
philosophy as ours. In Vocalcom we found the answer to this need.

JOSÉ LUIS MARTÍN MARTÍNEZ
CORPORATIVE DIRECTOR OF TECNOLOGY AND SISTEMS, DIGITEX

Easy, affordable, dynamic, efficient and a useful predictive dialer till now. I have experienced. Campaign starting is so easy
and simple. No complexity and no hesitation. Packages are well set, easy to afford and meet the requirements as I believe. I
used the starter package for checking this system while I was new here. I will surely recommend this call center system.
Productivity has skyrocketed and so have sales. Contact rates tripled and sales have increased significantly.

GUY LASSONDE
SENIOR DIRECTOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, GEXEL TELECOM

Our agents absolutely love using Vocalcom. They now handle twice as many support requests. Vocalcom contact center
software is a very mature product that has proven to be easy to use and even easier to customize to our needs, all the while
offering tremendous power. It also presents a simple interface to our non-tech users. With the online interface and the
mobile app on both Apple and Android, it's simply indispensable now.

TOM SIEGEL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, DONOR SERVICE
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ABOUT BRIGHT PATTERN

Bright Pattern is the most simple
and powerful contact center for
midsize and enterprise companies.
With the purpose of making
customer service brighter, easier,
and faster than ever before, Bright
Pattern offers the only true
omnichannel cloud platform that
can be deployed quickly and
nimbly by business users. Bright
Pattern allows companies to offer
an effortless, personal, and
seamless customer experience
across traditional channels like
voice, text, chat, email, video,
messengers, and bots. The
company was founded by a team
of industry veterans who
pioneered the leading premise
solutions and today are delivering
an architecture for the future with
an advanced cloud-first approach.
Bright Pattern’s cloud contact
center solution is used globally in
over 26 countries and 12
languages.
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Bright Pattern is a very secure, stable, and easy-to-use platform, requiring a
lower level of support. I cannot fail to mention its excellent functionalities and
uptime. It is true omnichannel with context on all service channels.

CARLOS QUINTINO
PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR, UPCOM DTS

We’re thrilled to partner with Bright Pattern to deliver best-in-class cloud contact center solutions to businesses of all sizes.
This partnership gives our clients true digital channel management. The CX100 Cloud Suite helps businesses meet the
digital transformation challenge by innovating their customer experiences, increasing omnichannel agent productivity and
security, and reducing capital outlay and total cost of ownership.

JITENDER SINGH
SVP OF CLOUD SALES AND SOLUTIONS, CONDUIT GLOBAL

Bright Pattern gives Waterfield Technologies the ability to provide a consistent and seamless
experience across all channels with real-time visibility into channel performance. We are excited
to partner with Bright Pattern to deliver a cost-effective option for customers looking to migrate
or implement a cloud-first contact Center.

HOWARD LEARY
WATERFIELD TECHNOLOGIES

Many contact center providers offer an integration with Zendesk, but
none that I’ve found are as flexible or as customizable as Bright Pattern.

GAVIN BLAIR
HEAD OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE, CANARY
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ABOUT CHASEDATA CORP

ChaseData Corp makes powerful
software that help call centers
succeed. Their call center software
platform empowers thousands of
call centers around the world from
startups and entrepreneurs to
large publicly traded companies to
connect one conversation at a time
with the people they serve.
ChaseData Corp has focused on
designing, dosing, and supporting
the industry's most advanced but
easy to use call center software.
With the advent of cloud based
technology, their scalable, flexible
call center software is available to
companies large and small, in a
broad spectrum of businesses and
uses. They have provided
hundreds of clients in multiple
industries with just what their
business needs, and their words
speak for themselves.
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This dialer is one of the most easy going software and most efficient dialer in the
industry. They meet every technology features and plus they are able to customize
your dialer based on your needs. I highly recommend ChaseData Powerstation.

ARSIM S
SENIOR TECH MANAGER, FIRST CLASS VACATION

The dialer software is easy to use and easy to set up for new users. Great reporting
and even better customer service when it is needed. I would highly recommend this
product to anyone who needs flexibility in their dialer software.

BRIAN SMITH
MARKETING, START VIRAL LLC

Obviously, I've worked with various dialer systems throughout my career, and I can definitely say that this
one is the most efficient one I've worked with. As far as customer service goes, Mr. Dan Cleary has always
been tremendously responsive, giving me personal attention any time I needed to deal with anything (which
is not often!). That's definitely above and beyond, and it is much appreciated.

CHRISTOPHER LEFEBVRE
GM/EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, KEYS TRAVEL

The system is top notch, we came from using a myriad of different applications for our sales and customer
service team members. ChaseData made it possible by combining all our communications needs under one
platform. Now I can run reports across all my channels and that gives me a 360 view of my operations.
These reports are invaluable to me, they save me a lot of time and money.

DANIEL
OCEAN FINANCING
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ABOUT CLOUDTALK

With CloudTalk, you can deliver
exceptional customer support to
your clients. Whether you employ
several busy agents or handle
phone calls rather rarely,
CloudTalk will fully adapt to your
needs and size of your business.
The only thing you need is internet
access. Integration into your
existing helpdesk, e-commerce or
CRM solutions, international phone
numbers and many other features
of a first-class call center will make
your work more efficient and boost
satisfaction of your clients.
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As a growing Saas company, we were looking for a good app for the
recording phone calls. Those are especially useful for account
managers and also for new hires. Besides that, CloudTalk is a really
user-friendly tool and its integration with Pipedrive is very helpful for
our team.

STEFFAN KOHNKE
CLIENT SUCCESS MANAGER, RODEO

Cloudtalk is very practical when it comes to organising your company
calls. It makes your sales process more efficient and organized when
using integration with CRM system. If any problem occurs, the customer
support team will help you straight away.

NICOLÁS MEGIAS
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR, YOURMENU

CloudTalk is incredibly intuitive, user-friendly and is good-looking
throughout its design. As a company, we have been able to implement
CloudTalk within hours without any hassle. Highly recommended.

FREDERIK GAIL
MONEYFLOW
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ABOUT DIXA

Dixa is a global customer service
tech company on a mission to
build stronger bonds between
brands and their customers - much
like the connection between
friends. This is accomplished
through conversational customer
engagement, the next-gen of
customer service software which
supports ongoing conversations
between brands and their
customers across all channels.
Dixa unifies all of your
customer-facing communication
channels in one view, so you can
avoid wasting time switching
between different systems and
spend more time focusing on your
customers. Dubbed the
"One-screen Wonder," Dixa
currently supports phone, email,
live chat, Facebook Messenger and
WhatsApp and can integrate with
any system to ensure your agents
have all the context and customer
data they need to provide quick,
personalized service every time.
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We had been looking for an all-in-one travel engagement platform for several years and quickly realized
that Dixa was unique for a travel company like us. With all customer data across email, chat and phone
going into one solution, our sales and service teams as well as our customers have a significantly better
experience, which has resulted in an increase in bookings, customer satisfaction and efficiency across the
board.

TONY REILLY
CUSTOMER MANAGER, SERENITY HOLIDAYS

Launching Honest Baby Clothing with Dixa allowed us to provide exceptional customer service
from day one. We were able to remotely onboard our service team in less than a day, and Dixa
integrates with our Shopify store, displaying key information like tracking numbers and order
history.

ANNE EPSTEIN
HEAD OF CUSTOMER SERVICE, HONEST BABY CLOTHING

The way we can manage our leads and customer service with Dixa is unique because all
customer engagements and data across phone, email, chat and messaging apps goes in one
solution. With Dixa, we give our customers and our employees a significantly better experience,
which has resulted in an increase in sales, customer satisfaction and efficiency across the board.

RIE ULRICH
COO, ALLER LEISURE

Dixa has helped us scale from 20 agents to 100 in 6 months while simultaneously helping us
improve our customer experience tremendously. We now know what customers are contacting
us about and can engage with them in real-time from one system.

ANDREAS SACHSE
CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER, TOO GOOD TO GO
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ABOUT MAXCONTACT

MaxContact is a software company
with a difference. Formed by a
group of contact centre
professionals who had become
frustrated with solution providers
that over promised and under
delivered on features, support and
resilience. Since then, they have
become one of the fastest growing
contact centre specialists in the UK,
going from strength to strength.
They are so confident they can
provide a better overall solution
that they offer free trials and
currently have a 97% uptake rate
against existing solutions.
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We have started utilising features that have been added over the years such as queue buster,
tagging, undroppable algorithm and much more. MaxContact’s continual improvement
strategy means we won’t have to worry about the solution becoming legacy again.

ADAM ROBINSON
IT DIRECTOR, CC33

The partnership for helping or adding custom features has been of great benefit. We
now know that no matter how complicated a client’s requirements are, we can work
with MaxContact to come up with a solution that works. This has given us an edge
when bidding for new campaigns.

FIRSTSOURCE

Working with MaxContact has allowed us to be part of the development road map, we have
suggested several features which have ended up being part of the solution. Regular software
upgrades provide us with the confidence we’ve chosen a solution which is continually developed
to meet our needs now, and in the future.

DREW NAYLOR
IT MANAGER, UTILITA

One of the biggest factors for us, in taking on a new system, was the level of support we would
receive. MaxContact has been exemplary in their support efforts. From set-up to ad-hoc ‘how to’
enquiries, we have always received the highest level of service. As well as simply responding to
our queries, they provide additional value through their industry knowledge and experience.

STEVE BROWN
GFM
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ABOUT ROSTRVM

Rostrvm designs, develops and
supports a modular, tightly
integrated call centre software
suite including multimedia contact
handling, scripting and desktop
data management applications -
inbound and outbound. Rostrvm
simplifies your existing call centre
and back office technologies and
processes so that they play well
together. They do this with
innovation and flexibility; qualities
that are all too rare in a market
that is largely served by traditional
offerings from the traditional
vendors with the traditional
limitations.
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Using rostrvm, the contact centre is now able to channel shift callers to either selfserve
online, or use Webchat. This is great because often customers prefer this and it also
reduces queues during peak times and smooths out call traffic flow.

LIZ SOFFE
CUSTOMER SERVICE MANAGER, BH LIVE

We needed a way to route the right call to the right advisor first time wherever they were, so that customers didn’t have to
wait or keep repeating themselves. Working efficiently is a major priority at the CSC and, having installed rostrvm already, it
was a natural step for us to ask them to extend their service, because we have a great relationship with them and the
product is so flexible.

JENI RAINE
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER IN THE CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT & IMPROVEMENT TEAM,
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

A great benefit of rostrvm is being able to have web forms capturing customer
information – their name, telephone number, email and what the enquiry is
about.

LOLA LEVERIDGE
CIVICA

Rostrum allows us to offer value-added services by giving us a platform that’s not just about
telephone and voice-based facilities. It enables us to develop a new range of multimedia services
such as email and other web facilities. rostrvm supports our short-term objectives and gives us
a firm platform upon which to build an exciting future.

NEIL TAYLOR
MANAGING DIRECTOR, TELEFOCUS
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